Sailor May Soon Pick His Own Ship

Admiral Mayo Announces Prospective Gobs Can Expect Fleet and Choose His Job Before Signing Up

Lack of Men Is Serious

Thousands of Sea Veterans Get Victory Leave and Enter City's Hospitality

About 2,500 masters commanding the ships of the Atlantic fleet now have a chance to work off the draft law and to secure the men they want. The fleet, which has been furloughing its entire personnel for several months, is now preparing to go out on an extended cruise, and many masters who are about to retire will probably resign their commissions and leave the service.

"Fighting Parson" Reaches New York With 6,194 Troops

Nurses Who Won Home in War Also Among Arrivals on Four Vessels; Many Officers Are in Party

These five vessels from France and Great Britain, arrived here recently, bringing back the officers and men of the fleet who had been fighting the Germans. The men were discharged on their return from the war.

Fricke 'Confession' Barnes Deals With Alleged Plotters

Document Dated June 15, 1918, Bearing Signature of Defendant Intended at Treason Trial Here

U.S. Only Obstacle To Bolshevik Plan Declares Butler

Leaders in Russia Over Two-Thirds Ex-Americans Who Hate the Constitution, Says Columbia President

"Parade for "Ninth" Heroes Coast Artillery Corps Will Have Welcome on April 23

Woman Seeks Soldier Son Last Numb When He Won to Hospital Five Months Ago

"Liberty Six" nach an "attracted" and "at a never dade".

Only 12% of Soldiers Fail To Find Jobs

Result of Poll of the First 703 Encountered in the Streets of New York Announced at Washington

New York Troops Have Big Cheer On Tap For That "Old Girl" in the Harbor

When the fflagship of the fleet leaves the harbor to go out on an extended cruise, the men will have an opportunity to meet the ships and to get a chance to see them again. The fleet, which has been furloughing its entire personnel for several months, is now preparing to go out on an extended cruise, and many masters who are about to retire will probably resign their commissions and leave the service.
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42350 U. S. Troops Will Come Back From France During April

First Units to Sail From Brest Thursday and All Expect To Be at Sea by April 23 at the Latest

Keen for Parade Here

Rainbow Soldiers Will Not Be Held In East for Parade

Former National Guardsmen To Be Sent Immediately to Camps Neared Their Home To Be Discharged

The specifications of the Liberty show that we have built quality into the car.

Its smooth, lively, finished performance speaks equally well for the goodness of Liberty design.

The final test of Liberty goodness is in its long-lived, continuous service. Proof of that you can get from Liberty users.

And we would rather have you hear them than listen to us.

We believe their word about the Liberty will have an important bearing on your purchase of a car.